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We consider the problem of the existence of the product of two vector measures
with respect to a continuous bilinear map. We study conditions on the linear map
induced by the bilinear form in order to assure the existence of the product of any
two vector measures with respect to it. We show that every measure with values in
l admits product with any measure with values in l with respect to anyp q
w xcontinuous bilinear map defined on l = l if and only if p, q g 1, 2 andp q
 4min p, q s 1. We also show that there exist measures that admit product with any
vector measure with respect to a fixed bilinear map although their semivariations
in the sense of Bartle do not have a control measure. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Let S and S9 be s-algebras of subsets of the sets V and V9, respec-
tively. Let X, Y, Z be real Banach spaces with f : X = Y ª Z a continu-
ous bilinear map. If m: S ª X, n : S9 ª Y are countably additive vector
measures then the product of m and n with respect to f is the finitely
additive measure defined on the algebra S = S9 generated by the mea-
 .   .  ..surable rectangles, given by m = n A = B s f m A , n B , A g S,f
B g S9.
We denote by S m S9 the s-algebra generated by S = S9 and by m m nf
the countably additive extension of m = n to S m S9, if such an extensionf
exists, and in that case it is said that m and n admit product with respect
to f. It is known that the product m = n may fail to have a countablyf
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additive extension to S m S9 even in the simpler cases as it was shown
w xin 5 .
The problem of the existence of the product of two vector measures has
w xbeen studied in several papers 14, 15, 8, 5 , where some conditions on
the bilinear map and on the vector measures were given in order to assure
the existence of the product. A key notion in the study of this problem
is the following. The semivariation of m with respect to f is the extended
5 5non-negative function m whose value on a set A g S, denoted byf
5 5  .m A , is defined to bef
n
5 5m A s sup f m A , y , .  . .f k k
ks1
where the supremum is taken over all the measurable and finite partitions
 4of A and all finite collections of elements y : k s 1, . . . , n ; Y withk
5 5y F 1 for any k s 1, . . . , n. The semivariation was introduced by Bartlek
w xin 1, Sect. 1 in order to study the so-called Bartle's bilinear integral.
It is said that m is dominated with respect to f if there exists a
non-negative finite-valued countably additive measure l on S such that
5 5  .lim m A s 0. In this case we say that l is a control measure forfl A.ª 0
m and f.
w xWith the previous notation the following theorem is proved in 14 that
assures the existence of the product in many cases and we will make use of
it frequently.
THEOREM. If m: S ª X is dominated with respect to f : X = Y ª Z,
then for any measure n : S9 ª Y the product m = n has a countably additi¨ ef
extension to S m S9 with ¨alues in Z.
From this result it is easy to see that every vector measure of bounded
variation admits product with any measure and with respect to any bilinear
Æmap. It is also possible to prove that in the case Z s X m Y, the injective
 .tensor product of X and Y, and f the bilinear map f x, y s x m y,k k
any pair of vector measures with respective values in X and Y admits
 w x.product with respect to f this was showed first in 5 . This fact is notk
Ãtrue when Z s X m Y, the projective tensor product of X and Y, and f :n
Ã w xX = Y ª X m Y is the natural bilinear map, as it was shown in 8 . In this
case we denote by m = n the projective tensor product of m and n withn
respect to f and by m m n the countably additive extension with valuesn n
Ãin X m Y, if such an extension exists. We shall say in this case that m and
n admit the projective tensor product.
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In this work we study some questions related to the general problem of
the existence of the product. In Section 1 we study conditions on the linear
operator u : X ª Y * induced by a bilinear form f : X = Y ª R given byf
 . .  .u x y s f x, y , in order to assure the existence of the product of anyf
two vector measures with respect to it. If the dual of Y is a subspace of an
L -space then we obtain a characterization of that bilinear forms as those1
whose induced operator is absolutely summing.
In Section 2 we study the existence of admissible factors and admissible
compact factors, that is, a pair of Banach spaces X, Y such that every pair
of vector measures with respective values in X and Y and with relatively
.compact ranges in the second case admit product with respect to any
bilinear map defined on X = Y. We show using a result by Rosenthal and
Szarek about the tensor product of unconditionally convergent series in
 . w xL l -spaces that l is an admissible factor of l if and only if p, q g 1, 2p p q
 4and min p, q s 1.
In Section 3 we prove that the domination of one of the measures with
respect to the bilinear map is not necessary for the existence of the
w xproduct. This fact answers a question raised in 14 . We complete this
section showing a weaker condition of domination which is necessary.
Before we continue we introduce some more notations and we recall
some definitions about vector measures. We will consider only Banach
spaces over the real numbers. If X is a Banach space, X* denotes its dual
 .space. We will denote by L X, Y the space of bounded operators and by
 .P X, Y the space of 1-summing operators, endowed with their natural1
5 5  .norms ? and p ? , respectively.1
If m: S ª X is a countably additive vector measure, the variation of m
< < .  5  .54is the set function m A s sup  m A , where the supremum isAg P
taken over all the measurable and finite partitions P of A, and the
5 5 .  < < . 5 5 4semivariation of m is m A s sup x*m A : x* F 1 . We denote by
5 5  < <.  . 5 5 5 5 .m m the total semivariation variation of m, that is, m s m V
 < < < < .. < <m s m V . We shall say that m is of bounded variation if m - `. A
5 5 .control measure for m is a positive measure such that m A ª 0 if and
 . wonly if l A ª 0. A theorem by Bartle, Dunford, and Schwartz 4, Corol-
xlary 1.2.6 says that such a measure always exists being m a countably
additive vector measure defined on a s-algebra.
 .  .   .The range of m will be denoted by rg m , that is, rg m s m A :
4A g S . We shall say that m has finite-dimensional range if there exists E,
 .  .a finite-dimensional subspace of X, such that rg m ; E. By ca S, X we
denote the Banach space of all countably additive X-valued measures
 .defined on S with the semivariation norm. We denote it ca S when
 .X s R. The closed subspace of ca S, X consisting of those measures
 .whose range is relatively compact will be denoted by cca S, X , and the
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subspace consisting of those measures with finite-dimensional ranges by
 .fdca S, X .
1. PRODUCTS WITH RESPECT TO A BILINEAR FORM
Æw xDuchon and Kluvanek showed in 5 that when f s f : X = Y ª X mk
 .Y is the natural bilinear map f x, y s x m y, with values in the injectivek
tensor product of X and Y, then every pair of measures with respective
values in X and Y admits product with respect to f . hen if w is ak
Æ .bilinear integral form, that is, w g X m Y *, every pair of measures m
and n with respective values in X and Y admits product with respect to w.
If fact, if we denote by m m n the extension of m = n , it is easy tok f k
 .check m = n can be extended satisfying that m m n s w m m n , wherew w f k
 .  . .w m m n is the measure determined by w m m n A = B sf fk k
  .  ..w m A , n B . So every bilinear integral form has the property that every
pair of measures admits product with respect to it.
Let u be a bounded operator from X into Y *. Then u induces a
 .  . . 5 5bilinear form f : X = Y ª R given by f x, y s u x y satisfying u su u
5 5f . We can state now the following theorem.u
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be two Banach spaces with Y * isomorphic to a
subspace of an L -space and u: X ª Y * a bounded operator. The following1
statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 u is 1-summing.
 .2 E¨ery pair of measures m and n with respecti¨ e ¨alues in X and Y
admits product with respect to f .u
 .3 E¨ery pair of measures with ¨alues in X and Y and with relati¨ ely
compact ranges admits product with respect to f .u
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Suppose u: X ª Y * is 1-summing and m:S ª X a
 .   ..measure. Then the measure um given by um A s u m A has bounded
variation; in fact, for every finite partition of A g S into measurable sets
we have
n n
< < 5 5um A F p u sup x*m A : x* F 1 .  .  . k 1 k 5
ks1 ks1
5 5F p u m A , .  .i
< < .  .5 5 .so um A F p u m A . Then we have that1
5 5 5 5m A s sup u m A y : A partition of A , y F 1 .  .  .  . .fu  5k k k k
< <F sup u m A : A partition of A s um A , .  .  . . 4 K k
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5 5  .  .5 5 .and by the previous inequality we obtain m A F p u m A . As itf 1u
is known that every measure has a control measure we get that every
X-valued measure is dominated with respect to f and we can apply theu
result by Swartz stated at the end of the previous section.
Observe that the hypothesis of Y * being a subspace of an L -space is1
not needed to prove this implication.
 .  .2 « 3 . This is clear.
 .  .3 « 1 . Given S and S9, two s-algebras, we consider the bi-
 .  .  .linear map P : cca S, X = cca S9, Y ª ca S m S9 , given byS, S9.
 .P m, n s m m n . This map is well defined by hypothesis and isS, S9. f u
clearly bilinear. Using the closed graph theorem it is easy to see that
P is separately continuous, so it is continuous.S, S9.
We claim now that there exists an absolute constant c such that1
5 5P F c for every pair of s-algebras S and S9. Suppose that this isS, S9. 1
 .not the case; then we can find two sequences of s-algebras S andn nG1
 X .  .  X .XS such that the operator P defined on cca S , X = cca S , Yn nG1 S , S . n nn n
 X . nand with values in ca S m S , has norm bigger than n4 . We can choosen n
 .  X .two sequences of measures m g cca S , X and n g cca S , Y suchn n n n
5 5 5 5 yn 5  .5Xthat m s n s 2 and P m , n G n. Consider now then n S , S . n nn n
 .  .direct sum of the sequences m and n that we denote by mn nG1 n nG1
w xand n , respectively 9, p. 35 . It can be easily proved from the definition
5 5 5 5 5 5of the direct sum of vector measures that m F S m F 1, n FnG1 n
5 5  .  `  .4S n F 1. Using that rg m s S x : x g rg m it is easy tonG1 n ns1 n n n
check that m has relatively compact range, and the same holds for n .
5 5 5 5It follows from the definition of m and n that m = n G m = n sf n f nu u
5 5m m n G n, for every n g N so m and n do not admit product withn f nu
 .respect to f . This is a contradiction with 3 .u
Next, we are going to prove that u is 1-summing. Consider a finite
 .n  < < 5 5 4sequence x in X with sup  x*x : x* F 1 F 1 and let e ) 0 bek ks1 k k
 4.any positive number. We define a measure m: P 1, . . . , n ª X by
 4. 5 5  < <m i s x for i s 1, . . . , n. It is easy to see that m s sup  x*x :i k k
5 5 4 n 5 5x* F 1 . Choose y , . . . , y in the unit ball of Y such that  ux F1 n ks1 k
n  . . u x y q e .ks1 k k
wWe are assuming that Y * is a subspace of an L -space so by 11,1
 .xProposition 3.1. b there exists a constant c ) 0 such that for every finite2
subset H in the unit ball of Y, there exists an Y-valued measure whose
range contains H and with semivariation less than c . From this it follows2
 4  .that there exists an Y-valued measure n , such that y , . . . , y ; rg n and1 k
5 5  .n F c . Let B , . . . , B be measurable sets for n such that n B s y2 1 n k k
for k s 1, . . . , n.
Restricting n to the finite s-algebra generated by the measurable sets
 .nB we can assume as well that n is a measure with relatively compacti is1
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range. Then we have
n n n
5 5  4ux F u x y q e F m m n k = B q e .  .  .  k k k f ku
ks1 ks1 ks1
n
 4s m m n k = B q eDf ku  /
ks1
5 5 5 5 5 5F m m n q e F c m n q e F c c q e ,f 1 1 2u
 .and it follows that u is 1-summing with p u F c c .1 1 2
COROLLARY 2. Assume Y * isomorphic to a subspace of an L -space. The1
following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .  .1 L X, Y * s P X, Y * .1
 .2 E¨ery pair of measures m and n with ¨alues in X and Y, respec-
ti¨ ely, admits the projecti¨ e tensor product.
 .3 E¨ery pair of measures m, n with relati¨ ely compact range and with
¨alues in X and Y, respecti¨ ely, admits the projecti¨ e tensor product.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . If every bounded operator from X to Y * is 1-sum-
 . 5 5ming then there must exist a constant C such that p u F C u for every1
Ã .  .u g L X, Y * . As the dual of X m Y can be identified with L X, Y * we
can write
n
5 5 5 5m A s sup m A my : A partition of A , y F 1 .  .  .f k k k kn  5
Ãks1 XmY
n
5 5s sup u m A y : A parttion of A , y F 1, .  .  . . k k k k
ks1
5 5u g L X , Y * , u F 1 . 5
n
s sup u m A : A partition of A , .  . . k k
ks1
5 5u g L X , Y * , u F 1 . 5
< < 5 5s sup um A : u g L X , Y * , u F 1 , 4 .  .
 .  .and using the same observation as in 1 « 2 from Theorem 1 we have
5 5  . 5 5that m A F C m , and we can obtain that every X valued measuref n
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is dominated with respect to f . We can apply the theorem by Swartzn
stated in the previous section to finish the implication.
 .  .2 « 3 . This is clear.
 .  .3 « 1 . Observe that if for every m, n with relatively compact range
 .there exists their projective tensor product then for every u g L X, Y * s
Ã .X m Y *, the product m = n has a countably additive extension satisfy-fu
 .ing m m n s f m m n . So, if we fix u every pair of measures m and nf u nu
with relatively compact range admits product with respect to f . Thus,u
Theorem 1 shows that u must be 1-summing.
Remark 1. In particular, if we put X s Y s l in Corollary 2, we obtain2
w xTheorem 8 in 15 for the Hilbert space case.
Remark 2. If Y * is not a subspace of an L -space then the equivalence1
 .  .between 1 and 2 in Theorem 1 is false. Suppose that Y * is not a
w x  .  .subspace of an L ; then by 11, Theorem 3.6 , P Y, l / N Y, l , where1 1 1 1
 .N Y, l denotes the space of nuclear operators from Y into l . So we can1 1
 .take u: Y ª l with p u s 1 and u is not nuclear. Let u9: c ª Y * be1 1 0
the restriction to c of the adjoint operator u*: l ª Y *. We claim that u90 `
is not nuclear. Suppose that u9 were nuclear; then there would exist
 U .  U . ` 5 U 5 5 U 5sequences z ; l and y ; Y * such that  z y - ` andk 1 k ks1 k k
 . ` U  . Usuch that u9 z s  z z y for all z g c . In that case, it is easy toks1 k k 0
 . ` U  . Usee that u y s  y y z contradicting the fact that u is not nuclear.ks1 k k
w xHence u9 is not nuclear and by 12, Corollary 1.59 , u9 is not 1-summing.
Take f the bilinear form induced by u9, defined on Y = c . Because u isu9 0
1-summing it can be checked that every Y-valued measure is dominated
with respect to f , so m m n exists for every pair of measures, though u9u9 f u9
is not 1-summing.
In view of this remark a natural question arises: If f is fixed and every
pair of measures admit product with respect to f, must one of the
operators induced by f be absolutely summing? The answer is no, as we
shall see at the end of the following section.
2. ADMISSIBLE FACTORS
ÃIf X, Y, Z are Banach spaces and if u : X m Y ª Z is the linearf
operator induced by a continuous bilinear map f : X = Y ª Z, then
f s u f . Therefore, if m m n exists, then m m n exists and coincidesf n n f
 .with the measure u m m n . This tells us that in this setting thef n
condition of existence of the projective tensor product of two measures is
the strongest condition we can ask for.
We shall say that X is an admissible factor of Y if for any pair of
measures m: S ª X, n : S9 ª Y, the measure m = n has a countablyn
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additive extension. Note that in this case, Y is also an admissible factor for
X. In the same way we say that X is an admissible compact factor of Y if
for any pair of measures m, n with respective values in X and Y, and both
with relatively compact ranges, m m n exists. With these definitions,n
Corollary 2 asserts that if Y * is a subspace of an L -space then X is an1
admissible factor for Y if and only if X is an admissible compact factor of
 .  .Y if and only if L X, Y * s P X, Y * . The following lemma shows that1
the notion of being an admissible compact factor has finite-dimensional
nature.
LEMMA 3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. The following conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 .1 X is an admissible compact factor of Y.
 .2 There exists a constant M ) 0 such that for e¨ery pair of measures1
m and n with respecti¨ e ¨alues in X and Y, and with finite-dimensional ranges
5 5 5 5 5 5then m m n F M m n .n 1
 .  .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . If 1 is true, then for every pair of s-algebras S and
n Ã .  .  .S9 we can define P : cca S, X = cca S9, Y ª ca S m S9, X m Y byS, S9.
n  .P m, n s m m n . As in the proof of Theorem 1 we can prove thatS, S9. n
n 5 n 5P is continuous and there exists a constant M such that P FS, S9. 1 S, S9.
M for every S and S9. Thus, for any pair of measures with relatively1
 .compact ranges in particular for finite-dimensional range measures we
5 5 5 5 5 5have m m n F M m n .n 1
 .  . n2 « 1 . For every s-algebra S and S9, we can always define P :S, S9.
Ã n .  .  .  .fdca S, X = fdca S9, Y ª ca S m S9, X m Y by P m, n s m mS, S9. n
n . It is known that the measures with finite-dimensional range are dense in
w xthe space of all measures with relatively compact range 10, Theorem 3.1 ;
 .therefore, if we suppose that 1 is false there must be two s-algebras
X 5 n 5XS , S such that P s `. So take M ) 0 any positive number; there0 0 S , S .0 0
must be two measures m, n with respective values in X and Y defined on
X 5 5S and S and with finite-dimensional range such that m m n )0 0 n
5 5 5 5  .M m n . This shows that 2 is false.
Remark 1. Suppose that X is an admissible compact factor of Y. Then,
if m and n are two measures with respective values in X and Y and such
that one of them has relatively compact range then there exists their
projective tensor product. Let us see why this is so.
 .  .As every n g fdca S9, Y has bounded variation, for every m g ca S, X ,
 .the measure m m n exists this also can be proved directly . Hence we cann
Ã .  .  .define a bilinear map P : ca S, X = fdca S9, Y ª ca S m S9, X m Yn
 .  .  .by P m, n s m m n . Given m g ca S, X and n g fdca S9, Y , we cann n
find a finite sub-s-algebra of S such that the restriction of m, which we
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5 5 5 5denote by m9, satisfies m m n F 2 m9 m n . Then Lemma 3 gives an n
5 5 5 5 5 5constant M such that m9 m n F M m9 n , and we obtain that P is1 n 1 n
 .  .  .continuous on ca S, X = fdca S9, Y . As fdca S9, Y is dense in
 . w x  .  .cca S9, Y 10, Theorem 3.1 we can extend P to ca S, X = cca S9, Yn
 .and it is easy to check that P m, n coincides with the extension m m nn n
of m = n . Because being an admissible compact factor is a symmetricn
relation, the proof of the assertion is finished.
THEOREM 4. Let 1 F p, q - `. Then l is an admissible factor of l ifp q
 x  4and only if p, q g 1, 2 and min p, q s 1.
Proof. The first step will be to prove that if l is an admissible factor ofp
l then either p s 1 or q s 1.q
Suppose that this is not the case; then l and l cannot contain l n'sp q 1
uniformly. Therefore l and l contain uniformly complemented l n's. Thatp q 2
is, there exists a constant C such that ;n g N there exists a subspace1
n 5 5H ; l , 2-isomorphic to l and a projection P : l ª E with P F C ,n p 2 n p n n 1
and the same for l for some constant C , F subspaces and Q projec-q 2 n n
n Ã n Ã .tions. Then l m l is 4C C -isomorphic to a subspace of l m l . It is2 2 1 2 p q
known that the range of the n-dimensional euclidean ball is the range of a
vector measure with semivariation bounded independently on the dimen-
sion by a constant C. Therefore, for every n g N, we can find a measure
5 5  .m with m F C and measurable sets A , . . . , A such that m A s en n 1 n n i i
 4 nfor every i s 1, . . . , n, where e , . . . , e is the canonical basis of l . We1 n 2
 4. n  4.also define the measure n : P 1, . . . , n ª l given by n k s e . Thenn 2 n k
we have
n n
5 5m m n G m A m n k G e m e s n. .  . n n n n k n k k
n n n nÃ Ãl ml l mlks1 ks12 2 2 2
’5 5 5 5On the other hand m n F C n . By Lemma 3, we obtain that l isn n p
not even an admissible compact factor of l .q
 .Then we have to force one of the indices say p, for example to be 1.
But, if q is greater than 2, its conjugate exponent q* given by the relation
 .1rq q 1rq* s 1, belongs to the interval 1, 2 and observe that in this case
w x.l is isomorphic to a subspace of L 0, 1 . By Corollary 2 we know thatq* 1
 .  .l would be an admissible factor of l if and only if L l , l s P l , l ,q* 1 1 q 1 1 q
but this is not possible unless q s 2. So we have to impose also that
1 F q F 2 to have some possibilities of finding two admissible factors.
For q s 2, Corollary 2 and the fact that every operator from l into l is1 2
absolutely summing imply that l and l are admissible factors. We only1 2
have to study the case p s 1 and 1 F q - 2. For this we need the
following lemma.
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LEMMA 5. There exists an absolute constant C ) 0 such that for e¨ery
n g N and for e¨ery pair of measures m: S ª l n, n : S9 ª l n1 1
5 5 n n 5 5 5 5m m n F C m n .Ãl m ln 1 1
n n  .Proof of the Lemma. Let m: S ª l , n : S9 ª l . We can write m A s1 1
n  .  . n  . H f da e and n A s  H g db e , for some non-negativeks1 A k k ks1 A k k
 .  .measures a and b on S and S9, and some f g L a and g g L b . Itk 1 k 1
w xis proved in 13, Corollary 10 that there exists a constant C ) 0 such that
n
5 5sup hf g da m b : h H L amb .i j ` 5
i , js1
n
 : 5 5F C sup f , f : f F 1 L a .k ` 5
ks1
n
 : 5 5= sup g , g : g F 1 . L  b .k ` 5
ks1
 . n  . nThe Bartle integration operators T : L a ª l and T : L b ª l arem ` 1 n ` 1
 .  . w xgiven by T f s H f dm and T g s H g dn 4, Theorem I.1.13 . Observem n
5 5 5 5 5  .5 5 5 4  n < : <that m s T s sup T f : f F 1 s sup  f , f :1 L a .m m ks1 k`
5 5 4 5 5 5 5  n < : < 5 5 4f F 1 , and similarly n s T s sup  g, g : g F 1 .L a . L  b .n ks1 k` `
n Ã nNow, it is easy to see that m m n : S m S9 ª l m l admits then 1 1
 . n  .expression m m n P s  H f g da m b e m e for each P g S mn i, js1 P i j i j
5 5 5 5S9, and m m n s T , where T is the Bartle integration opera-n mm n mm nn n
 .  . n  .tor defined on L a m b by T g s  H g f g da m b e m e .` mm n i, js1 i j i jnn Ã nObserve that l m l coincides with the identical norm with the space of1 1
nuclear operators from l n to l n and that the nuclear norm of an operator` 1
n n n 5 5u: l ª l is given by  ue . On the other hand if we compute the` 1 is1 k
 .norm of T we have for every y g L a m b ,mm n `n
n
T h s hf g da m b e m e .  Hmm n i j i jn  /
n ni , js1 Ãl ml1 1
n n
s hf g e e e .  H i j i k j /
ks1 i , js1
n n n
s hf g e s hf g da m b ,   Hk j j k j
ks1 js1 k , js1
so the norm of T is the left side part of the above inequality.mm nn
Now we continue with the proof of Theorem 4.
First, we are going to see that l is an admissible factor of itself. Observe1
that as every countably additive measure with values in l has relatively1
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compact range, by Lemma 3 it is enough to show the existence of a
5 5 5 5 5 5constant C such that m m n F C m n , for every pair of finite-di-Ãl m ln 1 1
mensional range measures with values in l .1
We consider then m and n , l -valued measures with finite-dimensional1
range. As l is an L -space we can find an integer n and E, a finite1 1, 2
dimensional subspace of l , such that E is 2-isomorphic to l n, and contains1 1
the range of m and n .
Ã Ã ÃNote that l m E is a subspace of l m l and E m E is 4-isomorphic to a1 1 1
Ãsubspace of l m E, so the semivariation of m m n considered as a1 n
Ãmeasure with values in E m E is equivalent to the semivariation of m m nn
when we consider both measures with values in l . By the same reason the1
semivariation of m and n are the same if we consider them with values in
E or in l . Lemma 5 applies to m and n considered with values in E and1
we obtain
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5m m n F 4 m m n F C9 m n ,Ã Ãl m l EmEn n1 1
where C9 is a constant that only depends on the constant in Lemma 5.
This proves that l is an admissible factor of itself.1
 .To finish the proof of the theorem, if p g 1, 2 then l is a subspace ofp
Ã Ãw x. w x.L 0, 1 and l m l is a subspace of l m L 0, 1 , so we can consider1 1 p 1 1
again two finite range vector measures with respective values in l and1
 x. w x.L 0, 1 . As L 0, 1 is an L space we can do the same as before,1 1 1, 2
proving that l is an admissible compact factor of l . Because everyp 1
l -valued measure with 1 F p - 2 has relatively compact range, this con-p
cludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 2. We have proved that l is an admissible factor of itself.1
Then by the observation at the beginning of this section we also know that
if f is a bilinear form on l = l , then for every pair of l -valued measures1 1 1
m and n , the product m = n has a countably additive extension satisfyingf
 .m m n s f m m n .f n
Because l is a separable Banach space, there exists j: l ª l an1 1 `
isomorphic embedding into l . Obviously, j is not 1-summing and, thanks`
to the injectivity of l , j is not an integral operator. Consider f : l = l ª` j 1 1
R, the bilinear form associated to j. Then the operators induced by f arej
j and j* restricted to l . It is known that an operator is integral if and only1
if its adjoint is integral, then it follows that j* restricted to l cannot be1
integral and, because it takes values in l , it is the same to say that it`
cannot be 1-summing. This answers the question that we made in Remark
2 in the previous section.
w xRemark 3. It was proved in 2 that c is not an admissible factor of l0 p
with 1 F p - `. This also can be deduced from our Corollary 2. In fact we
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w xhave proved in 7 that if X is an admissible compact factor of c then X0
is an admissible compact factor of any Banach space, so being an admissi-
ble compact factor of c implies that every X-valued measure with0
relatively compact range admits product with an vector measure and with
respect to any bilinear map.
Remark 4. Using the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 4 it is easy
 .to prove that if l and l9 are two scalar measures then L a is an1
 .admissible compact factor of L b ; by Remark 1 of this section this is the1
same as saying that if m and n are two vector measures with respective
 .  .values in L l and L l9 then, if one of them has relatively compact1 1
range, they admit the projective tensor product.
 .Every bounded operator T : L a ª X, which is w* to w-continuous`
 .  .defines an X-valued vector measure m given by m A s T x , whereT T A
w xx represents the characteristic function of the set A 4, Lemma VI.1.6 .A
 .  .So our observation can be seen in the following way: Let S: L a ª L l ,` 1
 .  .T : L b ª L l9 be w* to w-continuous operators and one of them` 1
 .  .  .compact. Then the tensor product S m T : L a m L b ª L l m` ` 1
 .  .L l9 can be extended to a w* to w-continuous operator from L a m b1 `
Ã .  .into L l m L l9 . The existence of such an extension of the tensor1 1
w xproduct of the operators follows from an observation in 13, p. 114 ; the
fact that the extension is w* to w-continuous follows because the measure
induced by the extension of the tensor product S m T is precisely m m n ,n
if m and n are the measure induced by S and T , respectively.
3. THE DOMINATION OF THE MEASURE WITH
RESPECT TO THE BILINEAR MAP
In this section we show that the condition of domination for one of the
vector measures with respect to the bilinear map is not necessary at all to
w xassure the existence of the product. In 14, p. 627 the following question is
asked: If f is fixed and m: S ª X has the property that for each measure
n : S9 ª Y, the product m = n has a countably additive extension tof
S m S9, is m necessarily dominated with respect to f? A partial positive
w xanswer to this question is given in 3, Theorem 5 with some restrictions on
X and m. We show in the following examples that the answer in general is
no.
EXAMPLE 6. An l -¨alued measure exists which is not dominated with2
Ãrespect to f : l = l ª l m l and such that it admits the projecti¨ e tensorn 2 1 2 1
product with any l -¨alued measure.1
 .  .Proof. Let P N be the power set of N. Consider m: P N ª l the2
 4.  .unique countably additive atomic measure given by m n s 1rn e ,n
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 4where e : n g N denotes the canonical basis in l . We are going to shown 2
that m is not dominated with respect to f . Fix n g N and consider then
 4set 1, . . . , n . We have as in Corollary 2 that
5 5 < < 5 5 4  4m 1, . . . , n s sup um 1, . . . , n : u g L l , l , u F 1 . 4 . .f 2 `n
< < 4. n 5  .5Consider the inclusion i: l ª l . Then im 1, . . . , n G  im k s2 ` ks1
n  . 5 5  . 5 5  4. 1rk . Then it is clear that m N G m 1, . . . , n Gf f nks1 n
n  . w x 1rk . It is known 14, Lemma 1 that if m is dominated with respectks1
5 5to f then m - `, so the previous inequality shows that m is notf
dominated with respect to f .n
Next, consider any measure n : S9 ª l . We are going to see that n is1
dominated with respect to f . By Grothendieck's theorem on l -valuedn 2
 . 5 5operators, any operator ¨ : l ª l is 1-summing and satisfies p ¨ F K ¨1 2 1
w xfor some absolute constant K 12, Theorem 5.10 . Let B be a measurable
5 5  .  < < .  . 5 5 4set of S9. We have n B s sup ¨n B : ¨ g L l , l , ¨ F 1 Ff 1 2n
5 5 .K n B . Then a control measure for n will be a control measure for n
and f , and n is dominated with respect to f . From this, using then n
result by Swartz that we stated in the Introduction, we can deduce that m
admits the projective tensor product with any l valued vector measure.1
Remark 1. As we have seen, the point in the former example is that
every l -valued measure is dominated with respect to f . Thus the1 n
following question arises: Is the domination of one of the measures
necessary for the existence of the product? The following example shows
that this is not necessary.
w x.Let 1 F p F `. We shall denote L 0, 1 by L .p p
EXAMPLE 7. There exist two measures with respecti¨ e ¨alues in L and L1 p
 .p / 1, 2, ` such that none of them is dominated with respect to f :n
ÃL = L ª L m L , but there exists their projecti¨ e tensor product.1 p 1 p
 .Proof. Let q be the conjugate exponent of p, where p g 1, q` and
 .  .p / 2; then q / 2, too. Observe that L L , L / P L , L ; otherwise,1 q 1 1 q
if u is a bounded operator from l onto L L is separable, so that such1 q q
.an operator indeed exists , u would be 1-summing, so 2-summing and this
implies that L would be isomorphic to a Hilbert space. Then we can takeq
 . 5 5  .u g L L , L , such that u F 1 and p u s q`. There must be an0 1 q 0 1 0
5 5unconditionally convergent series  x in L such that  u x snG1 n 1 nG1 0 n
 .  4.q`. We define the measure m: P N ª L by m n s x , ;n g N.1 n
 .Now we define n : P N ª L . We denote by R the closed subspace ofp p
 .L generated by the Rademacher functions r . It is known that R isp n nG1 p
 .  . isomorphic to l . It can be seen that L R , L / P R , L l is2 p ` 1 p ` 2
.  . 5 5isomorphic to a subspace of L . Choose ¨ g L R , L such that ¨ F` 0 p ` 0
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 .1 and p ¨ s q`. As L is an injective space we can extend ¨ to L1 0 ` 0 p
 . 5 5we continue denoting ¨ as the extension still satisfying ¨ F 1 and0 0
 .p ¨ s q`. Then we can find an unconditionally convergent series1 0
5 5 y in R ; L such that  ¨ y s q`. We define the measurenG1 n p p nG1 0 n
 .  4.n : P N ª L by n n s y , ;n g N.p n
Let us check that neither m nor n is dominated. It is easy to see that
5 5  . < < . 5 5m N G u m N s  u x s q`, so m is not dominated. Thef 0 nG1 0 nn
same argument applies to see that n is not dominated.
To finish the example we prove that m = n has a countably additiven
Ã Ã .  .extension to P N m P N with values in L m L . Observe that L m R1 p 1 p
Ã w xis a closed subspace of L m L 4, Proposition VIII.1.11 and n takes1 p
values in R ; thus, it is enough to show that such an extension exists withp
Ãvalues in L m R . But that is clear from the fact that R is isomorphic to1 p p
Ãl and then, m is dominated with respect to f : L = R ª L m R2 n 1 p 1 p
because every operator from L to l is 1-summing.1 2
REMARK 2. Roughly speaking, in Example 7 we have enlarged l2
enough to avoid the domination of m; however, m is dominated if we
Ãconsider n as a measure with values in R and f : L = R ª L m R .p n 1 p 1 p
Let B be a bounded subset of Y. We define the semivariation of m with
 4respect to f on B in the same way as Bartle's semivariation, taking yk
not in the unit ball of Y but in B. That is,
n
5 5m A ssup f m A , y : A partition of A , y ;B . .  .  .  . .f , B k k k k 5
ks1
We say that m is dominated with respect to f on B if there exists l,
non-negative finite-valued countably additive measure on S such that
5 5  .lim m A s 0.f, Bl A.ª 0
w xThe proof in 14, Theorem 5 gives that if m is dominated on the unit
 . ball of the closed subspace spanned by rg n and not necessarily in the
.whole Y then the product m = n can be extended. This is exactly whatf
happens in Example 7. We claim that not even this weaker condition is
necessary; we modify m and n in Example 7 in order to obtain two
measures such that none of them is dominated in the unit ball of the
closed subspace generated by the other, yet there exists the projective
 .  .tensor product of them. Indeed, take x and y as in Example 7.n nG1 n nG1
 Y .  Y .Let x and y be dense sequences in the unit ball of L and L ,n nG1 n nG1 1 p
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X yn Y X yn Y  .respectively. Consider x s 2 x , y s 2 y . We define m9: P N ª Ln n n n 1
by
x , if n s 2kk 4m9 n s . X x , if n s 2k y 1.k
 4.  4. XIn a similar way we define n 9 n s y if n s 2k and n 9 n s y ifk k
n s 2k y 1.
Both extend to countably additive measures.
 .  .Observe that rg m9 spans a dense subspace of L and that rg n 91
have the same property in L . We can decompose m9 s mX q mX , wherep 1 2
X  .   4. X  .   4.m A s m9 A l odd numbers and m A s m9 A l even numbers ,1 2
for all A ; N. We also decompose n 9 in the same way: n 9 s n X q n X .1 2
Now we can write m9 = n s m9 = n X q m9 = n X s m9 = n X qn n 1 n 2 n 1
mX = n X q mX = n X .1 n 2 2 n 2
In order to see that m9 = n 9 has a countably additive extension it isn
enough to see that m9 = n X , mX = n X , and mX = n X have such ann 1 1 n 2 2 n 2
extension. It is clear for m9 = n X and mX = n X because mX and n X are ofn 1 1 n 2 1 1
bounded variation; that mX = n X has a countably additive extension was2 n 2
shown in Example 7.
An easy argument as in Example 7 shows that neither m9 nor n 9 is
dominated; this finishes the claim.
We conclude this section by showing a necessary condition of domina-
tion for the existence of the projective tensor product. We will use that if l
is a control measure of the measure n then
co rg n s f dn : 0 F f F 1, f g L l , .  . . H ` 5
V9
 ..  .where co rgn denotes the closed convex hull of rg n and H f dnV9
w xrepresents the Bartle integral of f with respect to n 4, Lemma IX.1.3 .
PROPOSITION 8. Let m and n be measures with ¨alues in X and Y,
respecti¨ ely. If m m n exists, then m is dominated with respect to f onn n
  ..co rg n .
Proof. Let m: S ª X and n : S9 ª Y. Let l be a control measure for
n n .  .   ..n . Let A g S, A a finite partition of A, and y ; co rg n .k ks1 k ks1
 .n  .Then there exist a finite sequence f ; L l with 0 F f F 1 suchk ks1 ` k
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that H f dn s y so we haveV9 k k
n
m A m y . k k
ks1
n
s m A m f dn . Hk k
V9ks1
n
5 5s sup u m A f dn : u g L X , Y * , u F 1 .  . . Hk k 5 /
V9ks1
n
5 5 :s sup f d u m A , n : u g L X , Y * , u F 1 .  . . . H k k 5
V9ks1
n
5 5 :F sup u m A , n V9 : u g L X , Y * , u F 1 . .  .  . . k 5
ks1
   .. :Observe now that u m A , n is a real measure so one has thek
inequality
 :  :u m A , n V9 F 2 sup u m A , n B : B g S9 .  .  .  . 4 .  .k k
 :F u , m m n A = V9 . .n k
Thus we have
n
m A m y . k k
ks1
n
 : 5 5F sup u , m m n A m V9 : u g L X , Y * , u F 1 .  . n k 5
ks1
 : 5 5F sup u , m m n A m V9 : u g L X , Y * , u F 1 4 .  .n
5 5s m m n A = V9 . .n
Under the assumption that m m n exists, we can find a control measuren
 .  .for m m n . Then the measure b given by b A s a A m V9 is clearly an
  ..control measure for m on co rg n .
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